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Dr. Mark j. Bronsky
Chairside style Relaxed, reassuring

When it comes to enhancing less-than-perfect smiles, second-generation orthodontist
Dr. Mark J. Bronsky brings a rare level of education, skill and experience to his chosen
specialty. “I leave nothing to chance, offering orthodontic services for both children
and adults,” says Dr. Bronsky, whose appreciation of beauty relays itself in the form of
innovation, reliability and ethical, patient-driven dental care. “I care for patients
throughout the course of their lives—from childhood all the way through adulthood.”
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From paperless appointment scheduling to plasterless imprespatients’ comfort throughout all stages of smile fabrication. In
fact, he even integrates a computer-imaging software program
that simulates potential results so patients can anticipate aesthetic changes. “An honest assessment, combined with artistic
me to deliver aesthetic results with long-term viability and
him to other cosmetic specialties, including plastic and facial
matology. “Despite what some may think, braces and practitioners are not all the same. The truth is there is a difference in the
sophistication of a doctor’s diagnostic and technical training as
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well as a doctor’s artistic sense to determine the best course of
action for each individual patient.”
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Smile s S tr a igh t On
Recognizing that discreet smile alignment is a high priority for many patients, Dr. Bronsky devotes a large
portion of his practice to COSMETIC ORTHODONTICS. In particular, LINGUAL BRACES, or BEHIND-THESCENES BEAUTIFIERS, attach to the back surface of the teeth, making them VIRTUALLY UNDECTABLE. “They
offer a high level of control and are hidden, yielding predictable results,” says Dr. Bronsky, who believes the
best outcomes are achieved only when a comprehensive approach is implemented—from start to finish.
“Success isn’t just about the final result. The journey is just as important.” To set the tone for tranquil and
uplifting patient visits, Dr. Bronsky always focuses on potential improvements he can make in a patient’s life.
“I tell patients how I can help them, subscribing to an adage that seeks to render care in as timely a fashion as
possible,” says Dr. Bronsky, who imparts a host of treatment choices but leaves the ultimate decision-making
to his patients. “If patients are seeking removable appliances, for example, I may suggest INVISALIGN.” These
clear trays gradually straighten the teeth, and can be removed for eating and drinking, as needed. “Nowadays
there are many INCONSPICUOUS ORTHODONTIC CHOICES for patients.”

